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Assembly

Class Assembly undoubtedly holds the numero uno
position out of all the routine activities of the school. It
aids community learning as well as participation. It’s
probably one of the best platforms for the kids to boost
their confidence, public speaking and imbibing values in
their nascent minds. The students of Grade 3E took to
this platform and conveyed a very important message
through ‘Rubbish Assembly’ on 6th December 2019.
They presented a skit enlightening the spectators about
the importance of waste management. Audience was
made aware of rubbish disposal and waste management
highlighting the need to Reduce, Reuse and Recycle-The
Three R’s. To reduce is to lessen, to Reuse is to use
again and to Recycle is to recover raw materials and
reuse them to create new products. Each child
performed delightfully and successfully encouraged the
audience to strive towards eradicating pollution for a
healthier and cleaner world. The audience generously
appreciated the students for their efforts and showered
them with a loud and sincere applause.

The stories we love the most do remain in our memories
forever. So, whether we read or listen, the ones being our
favorite will be etched in our hearts as the world of stories
and fantasy always intrigues and fascinates the kids.
To make such memorable memories a beautiful interactive
story session was organized on Wednesday, 11th December
2019 for Grade 2 students conducted by renowned author as
well as winner of several prestigious National and
International awards Ms. Richa Jha. An avid reader and a
traveller, she is also the founder and publisher at Pickle Yolk
Book which is an independent publishing house for children's
picture books in English.
The one-hour long session mainly dwelled on beautiful
relationship shared between parents and kids and how
excessive use of gadgets and internet impacts the relationship,
and all this very nicely explained from a child’s perspective.
The session also brought along immense learning as the
students were completely engaged and could comprehend and
recount the events in the story well, during the question
answer round eventually making the entire event interactive

and interesting.GRADE-2

STORY TELLING
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GRADE-2

TRIP TO SPENCER
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Activity and Events

A supermarket is a self-service shop offering a wide variety of
food, beverages and household products, organized into sections
and shelves. Field trips play an important role in learning. They
link the classroom experience with the outside world and in
doing so they drastically improve the process of learning.
Keeping this in mind, the students of Grade 2 were taken for an
excursion to Spencer’s the Supermarket Noida, on Thursday,
12th December, 2019.
On our visit to the super-market, children were made to identify
the different types of foods found in a super-market. They also
learnt from where different foods items are produced before
they arrive at the super-market store (maybe plants, animals,
etc.). They were shown different sections of the super market-
fresh fruits & vegetables section, grain section, toiletry section,
meat, dairy, frozen food section, bakery and canned goods. They
observed, how things are kept, bought, billed and paid for. To
relate with our ongoing them, we also talked about the expiry
dates, manufacturing dates & side effects of packaged food with
preservatives. Such trips are meaningful for the children as it
enhances their understanding about the real world and prepare
them to deal with it. Overall, it was a good learning experience
for each child.

Sustainable Development Goals are the prime need for the
planet Earth and we at KIS ensure that we educate our
children about their responsibilities and contributions to
make this global pledge a success. Goal 15- ‘Life on Land’
calls for urgent action to halt the degradation of natural
habitats, to end the poaching and trafficking of animals,
and to integrate ecosystem. Due to deforestation
biodiversity is lost, leading to low crop productivity, climate
change, pollution, etc. Taking this theme forward Class 2 E
showcased their assembly on SDG-15- Life on Land on 13th
December, 2019. They presented through a musical drama
and dance. The whole stage was depicting the life on land.
Children were wearing beautiful costumes and shared their
views on how they plan to progress their journey on SDG
15. The A.V. hall echoed with the frenzied applause. It was
indeed, a perfect blend of fun and learning!

Assembly
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GRADE-K-3

HARIT VATIKA

Activity and Events

Hands on activities always enhance learning, makes it more
immersive and an experience that lasts for a life time. A new
initiative ‘Harit Vatika’ has been undertaken by K-3 students. It
has helped children to collaborate with each other in
developing their own kitchen garden.
Our Young budding gardeners learnt the basic steps in laying
down the foundation of Harit Vatika by using bricks, mixing
cement, making beautiful patterns using colourful tiles,
breaking them into small pieces to make different mosaics.
While doing Mosaic art, the students worked in tandem with
each other to bring out the best outcome.
They also learned to take appropriate precautions to
safeguard themselves from any unforeseen injuries. They
moved from one place to another carrying tools, soil and
water. This hands on experience strengthened their locomotor
skills, body management and object control skills. The
construction work not only gave them exposure to various
aspects of gardening, but also built team-spirit, cooperation
and coordination amongst them.

Christmas is for joy, for giving and sharing, for
laughter, for coming together with family and
friends, for tinsel and brightly decorated
packages. December comes with all the joys of
Christmas. A time to rejoice and celebrate! The
essence of Christmas came alive when the
students and teachers got together and shared
the merriment. An Intra Class Christmas
Activity was conducted in all the sections of
Grade 1 on Wednesday 18th December 2019.
Students made ‘Christmas Lights’ using
coloured papers and glitter foam to decorate
the octagon.

GRADE-1

CHRISTMAS ACTIVITY
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GRADE-2

CHRISTMAS ACTIVITY

Activity and Events

Christmas is a great festival of the year and it is also
known as the ‘Feast day of Christ’. It is especially
celebrated by Christians with great enthusiasm and
joy. People distribute gifts, Christmas cards,
organize feasts, and sing Christmas carols.
The festive spirit was witnessed among the school
staff and students. Teachers emphasized the
importance of caring and sharing and spreading
goodness all around.
To celebrate this festival, a Christmas decoration

activity was organized for the students of Grade 2
on December 20th, 2019. Students partake in
Christmas decorations and the center of attraction
was their Christmas bells. They thoroughly enjoyed
and imbibed a message of being caring and

sharing.

Christmas, the festival of fun and cheer which
inspires the spirit of sharing and caring was
celebrated by the Kindergarten children on December
24th, 2019. The Kindergarten wing was beautifully
decorated and everyone was dressed in Santa’s
favourite colour Red.
The students were taken for a parade and they sang
melodious carols, ` Jingle Bells’, `Rudolf the red nose
reindeer’ and danced happily to wish their teachers
and classmates. Beautifully decorated Christmas tree
was put up at the Kindergarten entrance which was a
great attraction for all the children. Their joy and
excitement knew no bounds when Santa Claus made
a grand entry and gave chocolates to each and
everyone.
The significance of the festival was explained to them
through the stories of Jesus Christ and the message of
peace, hope, love and joy was shared with the
children. The boundless joy of celebrating the festival
was visible on the faces of all the children.GRADE-K1

CHRISTMAS ACTIVITY
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Activity and Events

Christmas, the festival of fun and cheer which inspires the
spirit of sharing and caring was celebrated by the
Kindergarten children on December 24th, 2019. The
Kindergarten wing was beautifully decorated and everyone
was dressed in Santa’s favourite colour Red.
The students were taken for a parade and they sang
melodious carols, ` Jingle Bells’, `Rudolf the red nose
reindeer’ and danced happily to wish their teachers and
classmates. Beautifully decorated Christmas tree was put
up at the Kindergarten entrance which was a great
attraction for all the children. Their joy and excitement
knew no bounds when Santa Claus made a grand entry and
gave chocolates to each and every one.
The significance of the festival was explained to them
through the stories of Jesus Christ and the message of
peace, hope, love and joy was shared with the children.
The boundless joy of celebrating the festival was visible on
the faces of all the children. GRADE-K2

CHRISTMAS ACTIVITY

Red and green are the colours of the season! Children
have a look of happiness and excitement on their faces!
Teachers and students are enthusiastically decorating
classes and hallways! The air is filled with Christmas
Cheer!!! It’s the season to be jolly and our little Grade 3
students know just how to have fun while they learn! On
20th of December, a Christmas activity was initiated for
the children of Grade 3. The boundless joy of celebrating
the festival was amply visible among the students, as they
merrily produced and showcased their works of Christmas
art. The teachers too participated by giving fun ideas to
the children for the activity. They further brought
excitement to the entire activity by singing carols with the
children and sharing Christmas stories with them. The
little fingers moved adeptly, while their eyes lit with
happiness. What a cheerful, wonderful and a happy
festival it is! The kids could be seen brimming with
excitement and making merry all this while.

GRADE-3

CHRISTMAS ACTIVITY


